Programme
The Diwali Program Committee of the Parajiya Pattni Association UK cordially
invites you and your family to join us for our National Diwali celebrations. By the
blessings of Mataji this event will bring us all together to celebrate this auspicious
occasion.
Date Sunday, 18th November 2012
Time

Venue
Car Parking

Please RSVP

11:30am to 6:00pm

Ramgarhia Community Centre, Ulverscroft Road
Leicester LE4 6BY
Free secure parking on site

ppa.diwali.rsvp@gmail.com / vasantpat@yahoo.co.uk

Please note that there are no entrance fees or tickets for this event but we will be accepting voluntary donations on the day. Your generous support will be appreciated.
11:30am to 1:00pm
©2012 Google - Map data ©2012 Google -

Come join us to celebrate this diwali in style at
the Ramgarhia Community Centre!!
directions
1. M1/M69 you join Narborough Road
2. Head northeast on Narborough Rd/A5460 toward Imperial Ave
3. Turn right onto St. Augustine Rd/A47, Continue to follow A47
4. Slight left toward Vaughan Way/A594
5. Slight left onto Vaughan Way/A594
6. Slight left onto Burleys Way/A594
7. At the roundabout, take the 1st exit onto Belgrave Gate/A607
8. Slight left onto Belgrave Gate
9. At the roundabout, take the 4th exit onto Dysart Way
10. Turn left onto Catherine St
11. At the roundabout, take the 2nd exit onto Ulverscroft Rd
Ramgarhia Community Centre,
Ulverscroft Road, Leicester,
LE4 6BX
Sunday 18th November 2012, 11.30am – 6.00pm

1:00pm to 1:15pm
1:15pm to 3:00pm
3:00pm to 5:00pm
5:00pm to 5.30pm

5:30pm to 5:45pm
5:45pm

Meet, Greet and Welcome speeches from all regions
Aarti

Lunch

Music & Entertainment

Raffle Draw and Speech – Luton Committee

Vote of Thanks – London/Birmingham Committee
And Closing address
Carriages

For further information please contact your regional committee members:
Leicester
Luton
London
Birmingham

Swati Madhavji 07931317072,
Surinder Dhanak 07751949323

Bharat Devdanbhai 07886179405,
Ashish Chandulal 07545036855

Kantibhai Maganlal 07950185583,
Vasuben Hasmukhbhai 07742591407
Bhartiben Pattni 02082060467
Pritesh Vrajlal 07958388755

A message from the Diwali Program Committee
Diwali is a time to celebrate. An occasion to share happy times with family and
friends, and to remember absent friends. A time to forget our differences. A time to
look forward to the new year with a vision of hope.
The Diwali Program Committee sends hearty and fraternal Diwali Greetings to the
Parajiya Pattni Community in the United Kingdom and worldwide.
The 2011 Diwali celebrations were held as a National event in Luton and this was a
tremendous success. We thank the Community for their kind support and attendance.
The 2012 Diwali National celebrations are to be held in Leicester. We are looking
forward to enjoying your company and your continued support for this very
important event.
It is the sincere aim of the Diwali Program Committee to help arrange a National
Diwali Program annually in different regions. The Diwali Program Committee
consists of members from each region some of whom are Executive Committee
members and others are volunteers.
We look forward with a vision of hope that the Regional Executive Committees will
together meet soon and re-establish an active National Executive Committee. We
shall then once again have a National President, Treasurer and Secretary.
We are happy to announce that the 2013 Diwali Program will be held in London.
We look forward to welcoming you at the 2012 PPA Diwali Celebrations to be held
in Leicester. Your presence and financial support are essential to the success of this
and similar

Jai Shri Krishna and Jai Mataji
With sincere regards
From the Diwali Program Committee

LONDON CELEBRATES Purshottam Maas
We here in London have been blessed and feel very much honoured to be able to
hold several satsungs. We have done a coach trip to the seaside. The Gopis this year
went to south-end-on-sea. We invited more Gopis from Leicester, Luton and Milton
Keynes to join us in this celebration - London region provided all the bhojan and
parshad. We had the Puja by the sea and recited bhajans. Those who could bathed
in the sea and others dipped their toes during this auspicious time. All members are
very happy and pleased with how things have run during this time and how smoothly
things have gone with everyone coming together in celebrating this month.
Purshottam Maas - it has been written that during this month Mal Maas Vrat (Adhik
Maaas Vrat) also known as Purshottam Maas is capable of washing away all the
sins of people (who observe the Vrat). During this month fasting are undertaken and
garments etc. are distributed to charities. A beautiful story relates to how, in ancient
times, through the observance of Mal Maas Vrat, king Nahush was released from all
bondage and acquired the throne of Indra (the ruler of gods in heaven)
According to the lunar year, there were only 12 months. Each of the twelve months
was assigned to 12 gods. So that the lunar and the solar years do not get out of step
with days and seasons, the far-sighted Rishi-Munis calculated and facilitated Adhik
Maas (extra month) and shown its importance. But one problem still remained. Each
of the 12 months was assigned to 12 different gods. But the 13th extra month was
not assigned to any god. Adhik Maas (Mal Maas) felt sadness and approached Lord
Vishnu and said that no god was assigned to him and for that reason he was called
Mal Maas. Adhik Maas further spoke to Lord Vishnu: ‘I am filled with anxiety and I
have therefore come to seek your refuge and help.’
Lord Vishnu took pity on him. The Lord (Vishnu) agreed and assigned Adhik Maas
to Himself and gave the name Purshottam Maas to this month. Lord Vishnu also said
that acquisition of merits during other months through good deeds, japa, austerities
can be acquired by japa, austerities carried out within this one month. Since then it
is known as the Purshottam Maas and acquired greater significance than the other
months.
We would like to say A Big Thank You to all the Mahila Mandal London and all the
volunteers in making this a success and to all those who came.

~ Jai Shree Krishna ~
~ May The Blessing Of Purshottam Bhagwan Be On All ~

MDM SERVICES

Unit 4, Wylam Court, Telford Way
Stephenson Industrial Estate, Coalville, Leicester LE67 3HE
Contact Mark Meade on 01530 838666
Email mdmservices@hotmail.co.uk / Online www.mdm-jaguars.co.uk
Jaguar Maintenance, Repairs and Restoration Specialists
• Air Conditioning specialists
• Complete Restorations undertaken
• Entire Jaguar range catered for from XK150 to XJ350
• Latest diagnostic equipment used
• Spare parts for sale
Delivery & Pick-up Service Available / Courtesy Car Available
Credit (except American Express) and debit cards accepted
All Jaguar needs catered for

Carl Islam Barrister, TEP, is a Leicester based
specialist in Inheritance Tax planning for ownermanagers and their families (including non-doms). 
To order the third edition of his book ‘Tax-Efficient Wills Simplified’, which will be launched
at an event to which the public are invited, held
between 12.30 and 2pm on Friday 7th December at the Market Street branch of Waterstones
in Leicester (on the first floor next to the coffee
shop), please visit the publications page at www.
carlislam.co.uk
Carl is also the presenter for Wealth Planning TV:
www.wealthplanning.tv which launches worldwide in December. To download his free online
guide to Inheritance Tax Planning please visit the
‘About Carl’ page at www.carlislam.co.uk

GIFT OF LIFE
At a time of Diwali celebration one always thinks of giving gifts and enjoy receiving
gifts. We should spare a thought for those less fortunate and those perhaps who are
not able to enjoy to the full because of some illness or injury.
Some years ago I was travelling through town in Leicester and saw the Blood Donor
Centre. It struck me that people donate blood so that an injured person may get
better. A person in an accident may be saved because there was a ready supply of
the particular blood type. I then walked into the Blood Donor Centre with a little
apprehension not knowing what to expect.
To my surprise the process was very simple. I filled in a health form and then a
blood sample was taken to check my iron levels. I then was taken into another room
and made comfortable and within 10 minutes a pint of my blood was extracted
without any pain whatsoever. It was a pleasant experience and comforting to be
looked after throughout the donation period.
The best part came after the donation when I was offered a cup of tea, biscuits and
chocolate. I munched my way through a feast. The nurses still kept a watch and
made sure I was not feeling at all unwell after the donation. I was fine and left the
Donor Centre within an hour – most of which was spent gobbling the biscuits and
sweets.
I did my 44th donation on 13th September 2012. That is 44 pints of blood. My
weight or general health has not been adversely affected. I donate 4 times a year.
Giving blood is effectively giving someone a gift of life without any detriment to
yourself or your family.
There is a great shortage of Asian Blood Donors. I therefore urge all persons of
Asian origin to become a blood donor. You can get more information on becoming a
blood donor by telephoning the Blood Donation helpline on 0300 123 23 23. There
is also a great deal of information on the National Blood Service website at
www.blood.co.uk/
Ashwin G Kagdadia

Hindu New Year Nutan Varsh 2069 - Time to Come Together

		  Pranlal Chhaganbhai Arjan Dhanak,
		 
Editor / Webmaster - www.PattniConnection.com
		  Committee Member - World Conference Organising Committee

Diwali - A time for celebration…A time for family reunions…
A time for reunion of Proud PPA Sonis...
Celebrating Diwali marks the start of new beginnings. It is a time to reflect upon
the year that has passed and upon hope for the year to come, a time to reflect on our
achievements, and above all, a time to give.

Time to Give

Giving back to your Samaj contribute to the common good. You can give back in
different ways, by donating money or giving your time. No matter how you do it,
giving back to your community will touch many people’s lives. Whether it’s volunteering for the Samaj or making a monetary donation, even the teeniest good deed
can ignite change and positively impact our Parajiya Pattni community.

Celebrating a Momentous Year

The past year has been a momentous one for our community as, together with our
Samaj Committees and members, we had the most ambitious world gathering at
Dwarka last December, the first such in our community’s history.
Looking at how our Parajiya Pattni Soni Community has progressed over past few
years can be quite an interesting analysis. We have to acknowledge the fact that
thanks to the internet technology and the Pattni Connection website, we did indeed
progressed and our community has developed over the years. However, it is also
necessary for the leaders of our community to acknowledge that we could have progressed even more, much more.

World Federation

Our mission to form the World Federation of Parajiya Pattnis is no longer a dream
but one day will be a reality. The World gathering at Dwarka last December that
attended by more than 1,500 members was the 3 day event - cultural, religious and
the world conference. Unfortunately the conference was unable agree on the modus

operandi to form the Federation. However we must persevere in our endeavours.
As a member of the World Conference Organising Committee, my message to all
Parajiya Pattni Association UK regional committees is to come forward, be active
and join this worldwide movement. Make our voice heard! Have our say. While the
Pattni Community around the world is discussing about the world unity, PPA UK’s
all four regions should also unite and play a leading role. UK has the world class and
experienced leaders that can greatly contribute to our worldwide Pattni community.

Pattni Connection Website

Pattni Connection website that was launched nearly eight years ago had another
fruitful year. The website is visited daily by hundreds of members and has already
surpassed more than half a million web hits milestone. I am sure this record will go
down in history of Parajiya Pattni Community.
Another achievement that is noteworthy is the Pattni Connection group on Facebook. Since starting this Group few months ago, the membership has grown to more
than 1100 members. The group is open to all ages. Let’s grow this group to become
the largest gathering of Parajiya Pattni members worldwide.

Diwali message to the community
We have the new generation of bright youths who have excelled in their respective
professions and also shown tremendous leadership at their workplace. These are the
very youths whom we need to encourage and groom as our future leaders. My message to all high-tech savvy youths is to come forward and be active in the worldwide
movement.
I take this opportunity to thank all Parajiya Pattni Samaj committees and its members worldwide for their support to the Pattni Connection website as without their
backing we would not have had such a success. I salute these people for their support that have inspired me to carry on serving our proud Parajiya Pattni community
for past nearly eight years.
I look forward to continuing work together with all our Samaj committees, bring
them together and unite through the Pattni Connection website. My best wishes on
this auspicious occasion of Diwali to all PPPs – Proud Parajiya Pattni Sonis.
Diwali is the time to forgive and forget. May the light that we lit to celebrate at Diwali show us the way and lead us together UNITED.
Pranlal Chhaganbhai Arjan Dhanak

ALFIE SHAW
PAINTING – DECORATING – PAPER HANGING
• A professional and personal service
• We offer Free Estimates and Advice
PLEASE CALL 07934 443188

	
  

S . W .WINES
BEERS | WINES | SPIRITS
Catering for all your
alcohol needs
Contact: Sailesh R Pattni
2 Clifford Street
South Wigston
Leicester LE18 4SH
Tel: 0116 278 0875

Diwali is…
Deepawali or Diwali is certainly the biggest and the brightest of all Hindu festivals.
It’s the festival of lights (deep = light and avali = a row i.e., a row of lights) that’s
marked by four days of celebration, which literally illumines the country with its
brilliance and dazzles all with its joy. Each of the four days in the festival of Diwali
is separated by a different tradition, but what remains true and constant is the celebration of life, its enjoyment and goodness.
Each day of Diwali has its own tale, legend and myth to tell. The first day of the
festival Naraka Chaturdasi marks the vanquishing of the demon Naraka by Lord
Krishna and his wife Satyabhama. Amavasya, the second day of Deepawali, marks
the worship of Lakshmi, the goddess of wealth in her most benevolent mood, fulfilling the wishes of her devotees. Amavasya also tells the story of Lord Vishnu, who
in his dwarfs incarnation, vanquished the tyrant Bali, and banished him to hell. Bali
was allowed to return to earth once a year, to light millions of lamps to dispel the
darkness and ignorance, and to spread the radiance of love and wisdom. It is on
the third day of Deepawali — Kartika Shudda Padyami that Bali steps out of hell
and rules the earth according to the boon given by Lord Vishnu. The fourth day is
referred to as Yama Dvitiya (also called Bhai Dooj). On this day sisters invite their
brothers to their homes.
During Diwali, everyone forgets and forgives the wrongs done by others. There is an
air of freedom, festivity and friendliness everywhere. This festival brings about unity
and instills charity in the hearts of people.
Within each of us shines the Divine Light. The Divine Presence is not only around
us but also within us. In the Bhagavad Gita, Bhagawan Krishna reminds us, over
and over, that He resides within our very hearts. Therefore, when we talk about
lighting the lamp in our hearts we are not asking you to transform darkness into light
but rather to simply shed what covers our innate light from our view. The sun is
always shining outside, but if your windows are covered with two inches of mud it
will be dark in your home. The answer is not to go out in search of the sun, or to sign
up for courses or workshops on invoking the power of the sun, or even to bemoan
the darkness. The answer is simply to clean the windows so that the naturally occurring presence of light may flow into our home.
In the same way, the inner divine light is always there, always shining, always available. It is the very core of our being and the very nature of our true Self. However,
the “windows” of our consciousness have become packed inches-deep with our
expectations, our grudges, our judgments, our illusions and our jealousies; that the
light cannot shine through.

The significance and symbolism of the Diwali lamp is that we must allow the Light
of the Divine to burn away all that is holding us back, all that is covering our windows, so that our hearts are filled with nothing but light and love.
Deepavali is a great unifying force.
May Maha Lakshmi bestow Her blessings of health, happiness, peace and prosperity
upon us and all our loved ones.
Swati Madhavji

Proud Parajiya Pattni
– 2012 Olympic Torch Bearer in Birmingham
The whole Parajiya Pattni Community can be proud at the achievements of Pritesh
Vrajlal Pattni of Birmingham as he was nominated to be an Olympic Torch Bearer
in Birmingham earlier this year. Pritesh was nominated by the Badminton England
and Sport England for his work and in particular working with disabled people by
setting up a disabled sports club as part of his charity which works with the youth
groups in inner city areas of Birmingham. Pritesh has also been running and promoting badminton groups for the youths in the Birmingham area for over 20 years.
PPA UK congratulates Pritesh on this
magnificent achievement, a once in a
lifetime opportunity and wishes him
all the success for the future. Pritesh
has agreed to bring the Olympic Torch
to the PPA Diwali Function on 18
November in Leicester. There will
be plenty of opportunities to hold the
Olympic Torch and have your photograph taken with Pritesh and the
Olympic Torch. Do please make an
effort to meet Pritesh and congratulate
him personally on the day.

Hall Viewings: Monday: 6.00pm to 9.00pm | Wednesday: 7.00pm to 9.00 pm

What is Diwali
• Diwali is believed to be the time of transition from darkness unto light – the light
that empowers us to commit ourselves to good deeds and which brings us closer to
divinity.
• Diwali is celebrated for a period of 5 days. Each day has it’s own significance, rituals and myths. The third day is celebrated as the main Diwali festival, and is known
as the “festival of lights”. The five days of Diwali are Dhanteras, Kali Chaudas,
Diwali, Bestu Varash and Bhaibij.
• Diwali is held in honour of the Hindu goddess Lakshmi. She is the goddess of
wealth and prosperity. Hindus pray to Lakshmi to bring them good luck in the coming year. Diwali signifies the triumph of good over evil. Most of the legends associated with Diwali have the same underlying message.
• The most popular legend of Diwali is that of Lord Rama, from the epic Ramayana.
In the legend, Prince Rama and his wife Sita are banished from their home in Ayodhya by their father, king dashrath. Rama, Sita and Rama’s brother, Lakshmana, go
to live in a forest. When in forest, Sita is kidnapped by Ravana, a ten-headed demon.
He takes Sita to the island of Lanka. With the help of Hanuman, the monkey god,
Rama rescues his wife. The people of Ayodhya light diyas in rows to guide Rama
and Sita back from the forest to Ayodhya. On their return, Rama is crowned king.
Diwali celebrates the return of Rama and Sita.
• The preparations for Diwali begin months in advance. It is traditional to do a
spring house cleaning to spruce it up and to welcome Goddess Lakshmi into your
home. People white-wash their houses and buy new house-hold items like gold or
silver ornaments and utensils. In modern times, electronic equipment/gadgets, automobiles and other luxury items have also been added to the Diwali shopping list.
• On the evening of Diwali, many Hindus hold puja (prayer) in their homes. They
honor Lord Ganesh, the elephant-headed god and a symbol of auspiciousness and
wisdom, and they worship Goddess Lakshmi, the goddess of wealth and good fortune.
• The word Diwali means “rows of lighted lamps”. It is called the “Festival of
Lights” because people light diyas (small oil lamps) to welcome the goddess Lakshmi into their homes. Hindus believe that the goddess brings wealth with her when
she visits. Hindus place the diyas around their home, by doors and windows, on roof
tops, and along outer walls. The lights are left burning all night so that Lakshmi may
feel welcomed and enter.

• Another way people decorate their homes is to draw patterns on the ground outside. The patterns are called Rangoli. They are made of a mixture of rice flour and
water, or even colored powder like sand. During Diwali, people dress up in new
clothes. Because Diwali celebrates the Hindu new year, it is often customary to get
some item of new clothing. Gifts are often exchanged, and these are often sweets,
clothing or candles. Homes are decorated with red, green and yellow decorations.
Fireworks are a big part of celebrations.
• The illumination of homes with lights and the skies with firecrackers is an expression of ambiences to the heavens for the attainment of health, wealth, knowledge,
peace and fame. According to one belief, the sound of fire-crackers are an indication of the joy of the people living on earth, making the gods aware of their plentiful
state.
• The tradition of gambling on Diwali also has a legend behind it. It is believed
that on this day, Goddess Parvati played dice with her husband Lord Shiva and she
decreed that whosoever gambled on Diwali night would prosper throughout the
ensuing year.
• Shubh Diwali! is the traditional greeting. It literally translates to “have an auspicious Diwali”. People exchange this greeting as they meet friends and family.
Shivani Shashikant Vallabhadas Soni

PARAJIYA PATTNI SAMAJ NAIROBI
GITA GYAN YAGNA
The Parajiya Pattni Samaj in Nairobi, Kenya is hosting a very auspicious
event - GITA GYAN YAGNA. This will be a very enlightening and interesting
event.
The event will take place between 18th and 24th August 2013.
The Nairobi Pattni Samaj warmly and sincerely invites all members of the
Parajiya Pattni Samaj in the UK to attend this function.

Congratulations
Parajiya Pattni Association UK gives hearty congratulations to Mr Umesh Valjee
on being awarded an MBE by Queen Elizabeth II
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LPL Sub Post Office Holiday Relief
Wishing you a very Happy Diwali & New Year
LAKHU LAKHANI
4 Wetherby Road, Rushey Mead, Leicester, LE4 7ZH

Locum Post Master Relief Services
Foreign Currency
Passport Checking Service
ATM – Lottery
Daily or Weekly services provided.
Telephone – 0116 261 1224
Mobile – 07989 588816
Email – lpl651@hotmail.com
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Mollies, St Dominic Square Luton
Mollies, Ravenhill Luton
Hallmark Cards Luton
Lewsey Post Office

Choice Weddings offer our clients a completely bespoke service, taking time to
understand their needs, making sure that their special day is idyllic, beautiful and
surpasses all expectations. Using only high quality, professional in house services,
we present a one-stop-shop for all your wedding needs.

Baz & Molly Patel

Make sure you receive the ultimate, perfect wedding experience. Select Choice
Weddings. Call Sodi on 07773765154 or 07711120759

Wishing you all a very Happy Diwali and a
fulfilling New Year

Costcutters
150 Haines Way
Leavesden
Watford

Basra & Dhillon families

Best Wishes for Diwali and New Year

Web:www.choiceweddings.net // Email: sodi@choiceweddings.net

sona loans

Does your business need a
cash injection?
We offer business loans based on the value of your jewellery, diamonds and premium watches
helping you release the equity from your assets to support your cash flow needs.
Fast and friendly service:

• Free, no obligation valuation
• No complicated forms
• An instant decision and cash in minutes

ÁÐÐê¥ÐÐ ¶ÐÐê¥ÁÐ ¶ÐÐê¥Ð¥ÐÕ Vúµ³ú Têtú?
ÁÐÅúÐ¯Ð ®Ðê¹ºÐÐê!
ÁÐÐê¥ÐÐ ¶ÐÐê¥ÁÐ ÁÐÐrÐê oÐ®ÐÐ³úÕ UºÐê¶Ð³úÕ¥ÐÐê D§Ð¯ÐÐêPÐ ³úÐêKúhú AêKúqÐ Kú³úºÐÐ ®ÐÐcêú Kú³úÐê.
0800 0232 348, B®Ðê¶Ð; Rezia@sonaloans.co.uk ArÐºÐÐ jani@sonaloans.co.uk §Ð³ú A®ÐÐ³úÕ
ÁÐ®ÐÒ§ÐüoÐ ÁÐÐê¥ÐÐ ¶ÐÐê¥ÁÐ cúÕ®Ð¥ÐÐê ÁÐï§ÐKüú Kú³úÐê, ArÐºÐÐ oÐ®ÐÐ³úÕ §ÐõÐsêúÒ»ÐKú »ÐÐê§Ð §Ð³úrÐÕ ÁÐÐê¥ÐÐ ¶ÐÐê¥Ð ®Ðê¹ºÐÐê.
rðLktíke fhðkÚke nku{ rðrÍx WÃk÷çÄ Au oÐ®ÐÐ³úÕ ÒºÐPÐoÐÐê AÐê¥Ð¶ÐÐB¥Ð súÐOÐ¶Ð Kú³úÐê A¥Ðê A®Ðê oÐ®Ð¥Ðê AêKú
Ò§Ðõ-§ÐêBhú §Ð³úÓ«ÐhúÕ¯Ð×ï ®ÐÐêKú¶ÐÕ»Ð×ï.
§Ð³úÓ«ÐhúÕ¯ÐÐ®ÐÐï oÐ®ÐÐ³úÕ ºÐÁoÐ×(AÐê) ®Ð×KúÐê A¥Ðê oÐê¥Ðê §ÐÐT×ïú ®ÐÐêKú¶ÐÐê.
AÐê¥Ð¶ÐÐB¥Ð ¶ÐÐê¥Ð ÁºÐÕKúÐ³úÐê A¥Ðê oÐê Vú ÑsúºÐÁÐê §ÐëÁÐÐ ®Ðê¹ºÐÐê.
KúÐêB §ÐnÐ ÁÐ®Ð¯Ðê SÐÚKúºÐnÐÕ Kú³úÐê A¥Ðê oÐ®ÐÐ³úÕ ÑKúï®ÐoÐÕ
ºÐÁoÐ×AÐê §ÐÐTúÕ ®Ðê¹ºÐÐê.

sonaloans.co.uk

sona loans

